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For Users Looking for Services, Training and Equipment within NDT

Connecting Industry to the
Global NDT Community



What isWhichNDT?

There are plenty of NDT Service Providers, Training Schools and Equipment Providers out there, but

finding the right one for your business can prove challenging. AtWhichNDT, we take the hassle out

of finding the right one with our unique matchmaking system. Once you complete the relevant

search criteria our unique matching algorithm creates a list of perfect matches allowing you to

connect to the global NDT community with ease.

With 20 years combined experience in the NDT industry focusing on training and procurement, we

thought it was time to do something about the ageing and laborious process of finding the right

Level 2 Contractors, Level 3 Consultants, UT Flaw Detector or training courses - so we did!

We set to work on creating an online platform to revolutionise how business is done in the NDT

industry - the outcome -WhichNDT!

We are passionate about the development, growth and promotion of the NDT industry and hope

that both organisations looking for NDT requirements and NDT providers are supported by this

unique digital platform.

About Us



�

Sign up now and let
WhichNDT be your
partner to success.

www.whichndt.com

How to useWhichNDT

Search

�
Whatever your NDT requirement, WhichNDT will help you find exactly what you are

looking for!

It's really easy, adjust the search criteria on our home page for the provider type you

are looking for, be it NDT Contractors, NDT Services, Training or Equipment then click

'Search Now' and our unique algorithm will produce a match if one of our members

can provide your requirement. You can then filter down the results to give you the

best possible results.

Connect

�
Once you have found the provider you are looking for, browse their profile and

explore their expertise, products, services or approvals. Then you can instantly and

quickly connect with them using their contact details provided or visit their social

media feeds and websites.

Communicate

�
Message, call or email the provider with your NDT requirement and enjoy a successful

relationship with your new partner to success.

Once you have received your product or the service has been conducted for you, then

leave feedback on their profile and give them your rating so that other businesses can

make the best and informed decision for their NDT requirement. We hope that this

will develop the NDT industry and maintain the extremely high service it deserves.

You can also easily and quickly post, view or apply for jobs with our global job boards.



Benefits ofWhichNDT

For Recruiters

Benefits for Users looking for NDT Service Providers, NDTTraining Schools,

NDT Equipment Providers and L2 Contractors / Consultants

Move away from the traditional sales visits to a unique digital and nimble
platform

Detailed search functionality allows niche access to the global NDT
community

Instantly find and connect with individuals or organisations that match your
exact NDT requirement needed to succeed

Link with industry specific partners from around the globe instantly

Quickly search for the best NDT Contractors, services or Consultants by
method, certification type and location

Quickly search for the best NDT training courses by method, type and
location

Quickly search for the best equipment and consumable providers in your
area by equipment type and brand

Access quality NDT Candidates in the Contractor & Consultant space

Materially lower cost per hire than traditional methods

Detailed NDT specific search criteria including sector, certification and
experience to match your role profiles quickly and accurately

Secure messaging system allows for contact detail exchange and initial
contact

Ability to grow long term partnerships with Candidates who are looking for
work in the future
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www.whichndt.com

What are you waiting for?

Explore the global NDT
community and find exactly
what you are looking for


